ACTION HISTORY OF RTI REQUEST No.PGCIL/IR/2019/50567

Applicant Name
NISHANT SHARMA

Text of Application
1. In Advt no: NR-1/03/2019/DT i want to know that stipend during training is 25000 per month but after successful training period what is the basic pay 2. In Advt no: NR-1/03/2019/DT mentioned that 25000 is basic pay( after training period) but that candidate who selected in previous year having a basic pay 40390 How it is possible too much difference at same grade level 3. in Advt no:NR-1/03/2019/DT total number of candidate applied for the post of DT electrical 4. Is AMIE valid in PGCIL 5. Is PGCIL provide NOC for doing AMIE 6. in Advt no: NR-1/01/2017 total no of candidate applied for the post of DT electrical and total no of candidate appear in CBT for the post of DT electrical 7. in Advt no: NR-01/01/2017 final selection cut off category wise Point-wise information is as follows: 1. Basic Pay of DT on regularization shall be Rs.25000/- in the pay-scale of Rs.25000-117500/- (IDA) 2. The trainees on the rolls at that time were given pay protection in the relevant pay scale. 3. As the recruitment is under process, the data may not be revealed. 4. Kindly refer to the General Information & instructions available in the Advt. No. NR-I/03/ 2019/DT for clarification. 5. No such NOC is applicable. 6. In Advt. No. NR-I/01/2017 total No. of candidate applied for the post of DT(Electrical) is 19756 and total no. of candidate who appeared in CBT for the post of DT(Electrical) is 7271 . 7. In Advt. No.NR-I/01/2017 final selection cut off percentage category wise for the post of DT (Electrical) is as below: UR:74.56% OBC(NCL):73.97% SC : 67.35% PWD:36.47%

Reply of Application
No reference provided.

SN. Action Taken Date of Action Action Taken By Remarks
1 RTI REQUEST RECEIVED 13/12/2019 Nodal Officer
2 REQUEST FORWARDED TO CPIO 13/12/2019 Nodal Officer Forwarded to CPIO(s) : (1) Shri R Naggal, (NR-I)
3 REQUEST DISPOSED OF 15/01/2020 Shri R Naggal, (NR-I)-(CPIO) Print